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With 224 pages of Cinderella, Belle, Ariel, and the rest of the beloved Disney princesses to color,

this jumbo book will be a dream come true for Princess fans!
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I wasn't sure which book to order and I got four: 1) Dreams Come True Forever, 2) Perfect

Princesses 6 books in 1 with over 50 stickers, 3) Princess Ultimate Sticker Collection, and 4)

Wishes and Dreams with over 1000 stickers. If you are just shopping for a book with Princesses and

do not have idea what they contain, check my detailed review with pictures under the listing of each

of the above books, so you can make your decision wisely.Perfect Princesses 6 books in 1 with

over 50 stickers. Do not count on those stickers. That is only one page of small stickers and not of

the best quality. Quality is passable. Almost all of the pages are coloring pages, there are maybe

about three pages with some puzzles. Pages of this book are unfortunately cheap, grey and thin.

Printed in the USA, but looks like printed in China. Book has many pages though.Book features:-

Cinderella (37 pages);- Snow White (33 pages);- Ariel (38 pages);- Belle (39 pages);- Jasmine (38

pages);- Aurora (34 pages);This coloring book is of the same quality as Dreams Come True

Forever, yet its more expensive, so if you want one of those jumbo books with hundreds of pages I



recommend getting the other book instead, that is if you really have to. Also, there are many puzzles

and crosswords, which Perfect Princesses lacks. If you are searching for a coloring book with

princesses and have no idea which one to get, I suggest getting Wishes and Dreams, its a great

quality book, with white pages and over 1000 stickers of a nice grade. I additionally think, that in

Perfect Princesses the portrayed Snow White looks fat. Other princesses also somehow has less

pretty faces than in other books, on some pictures they don't look like themselves.I am not affiliated

with sellers in any way and I paid full retail for each of the books (not obvious lately).

I bought this book for my mother who is in a nursing home and she and I both were thrilled. This is

by far the best ever!

I didn't realize there were stickers in the book when I purchased this, so that was a vey pleasant

surprise for my daughter! Nice, thick book that shes already had hours of fun with! Worth the price,

and I usually don't spend more than a buck or two on coloring books. The Princesses alone make it

worth it though!

I absolutely love this coloring book. I'm a huge disney fan and coloring books are expensive on a

college student budget, but this was sooo worth it! Each Princess has her own section that tells her

story (with pictures of course) but they also go beyond the movie's plot. All of my favorite scenes

were included!

My girls love this book. In addition to the many pages to color are the pages of stickers of all the

Disney Princess'

I got this for a friend and it shipped just fine (+1 star).Arrived in "new" condition except that it had a

large sticker right on it that I couldn't get off to save my life and this was a gift (-1 star).Book is NOT

a big-print or jumbo in page sizes etc (which means still small print) but it DOES have gobs of pages

to color (224 pages) / stickers.Would have rated it 4 if not 5 stars when I realized that I saw this

EXACT same coloring book at the Dollar Store (and obviously for $1.00). What are they charging?

$5.39 and that's not even including tax! That's over Five times the price! (-2 stars).

I confess! I'm in my mid 20s, and I bought this because I'm drawing a little personalized story for my

daughter. It has a little storyline including all of her favorite princesses, and a few generic ones from



another coloring book I picked up. These princesses are GREAT because the details are a good

size and easy to trace out so that I can computer generate the image and add the story text for her.

Put it in a sheet protector and binder, and voila! She has a little 'book' all her own. Plus, she has a

coloring book with ample activities and coloring pages! (I may just keep the Belle pages though,

after all these years, she's still my favorite!).I don't know how anyone could deny its greatness...

when I was a kid, our books had maybe 5 pages, and they were incredible basic. I used to make

copies on my dad's fax machine so I could color them over and over.

I am happy with this purchase for my 5 year old because there are enough spaces between lines

that she feels like she's doing a nice job and being a "big girl." There's a nice array of images too,

so it keeps her busy.
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